The psychotherapy of a modern Warlock: rapprochement in a coven of white witches

Name of a famous snow white warlock Yuri A. Longo in the late 20th century, it was clear to most of the population of our country. He often arose on television screens, conducted healing sessions, showing the wonders of publicly parapsychology. Its popularity is well-deserved, reputation is completely understandable, as evidenced by the international recognition of the greatness of his phenomenal opportunity. Longo became famous not only as a big-name magician, he totally deserved bore the name of a traditional healer. His books on folk medicine and magic of a snow-white, years after his mysterious death also are very popular, as at the time of his life. A huge part of his research papers held dreams. This paper describes the complex psychotherapy of a young man involved with white witchcraft and a coven of white witches during crucial phases of therapeutically activated processes of separation-individuation. Psychoanalytic concepts are applied to. This paper describes the complex psychotherapy of a young man involved with white witchcraft and a coven of white witches during crucial phases of therapeutically activated processes of separation-individuation. Psychoanalytic concepts are applied toward a theoretical and technical understanding of such a unique therapy and of white witchcraft in general. Authors: P A Olsson. Related Documents Here are nine myths about modern-day witchcraft and what it means to be a witch, debunked. A coven is a group of witches that meets regularly to perform magick and rituals. A coven can be traditional, with 13 members and a highly organized initiation process, or it can be more laid-back and designed by you and your witchy friends. As witchcraft has become mainstream, covens have become more casual. Some people enjoy the responsibility and framework of performing magick with a structured group, while other people perform better as solo artists. By all means, form a coven if it's appealing to you. But if magick is something highly personal that you do alone, that works, too.